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Scope and Coverage

World Hospital Directory is the one and only largest database of hospitals around
the world. There are over 65,000 plus records of hospitals across globe with geo data
viz longitude, latitude, UTM, GPS, lombard projection, map, etc, thereby enabling
the browsers to know to distance between the searched hospitals and the browsers.

Kind of Information

Information on medical tourism is provided here.
List of medical update feeds are given in tabular form. Medical updates of each
category are given separately.
Under job vacancies, total no. of vacancies is given per day. Each job description
includes information on the name of company, location, source, publication date,
other detail and how to apply online etc. an example is given below :

Hospitals of some important countries are given here separately with the headings
like: US hospitals, UK hospitals, Canada hospitals, Australia hospitals and India
hospitals. Under each of them different categories are given including the total
number of hospitals of that category. Such as :

After clicking on a category, it shows the list of hospitals including their detail under
each country or each geographical territory. E.g. Australia - neurology hospitals list

gives result like :

Other hospitals are also provided under their respective continents. As for example,
Asia is one of the continents. Under south Asia, India is its sub continent which
shows a lot of categories. ‘Maternity Hospitals’ category gives result as follows:

Details of each hospital with its map can be seen by clicking on ‘details’. Other
options are also given simultaneously. Some of those regarding to visit website, to
enquiry, to view large map, to save listing, to print, to add review, to view reviews
and so on. Detail of Fortis La Femme is given below as example :

Special Features
 Hospitals can be searched by their names and by countries and continents.
 Related links are given under sponsor links, rotating and top rotating banners
etc.
 Content can be shared through e-mail app, Pinterest, tumblr, LinkedIn,
Myspace, digg and many more social medias.
 Online applications can be done for jobs.
 Hourly news update is available.
 Web pages can be printed directly.

Arrangement Pattern

Names of the countries under each continent are given alphabetically. Such as, South
Asia shows results like :

In list of medical update feeds, all the categories are arranged alphabetically as
shown below :

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

It is very useful tool to know the detail of any hospital from any continent or country.
It has the world's largest online database of general, multispeciality, eye, dental,
children, maternity, cardiac care, orthopedic, nephrology, neurology, diabetic,
psychiatric, cancer, ENT, hospice, Rehabilitation, alternate medicine, veterinary
hospitals across globe. Complete list of hospitals are available in North America,
South America, Europe, Asia, Australia, New Zealand, rest of the world and online.
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